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New!
New!

At the perfect
time
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Insert for improved
cosiness
Upgrading an open fireplace with an insert is a wise decision. The heat spreads through the room instead of disappearing up the chimney. With the new, efficient combustion
technology in Contura i5, the logs last longer and soot is
minimised so that the fire is always visible through large,
clean glass. Cosier, with a clear conscience: Contura i5 is
the only Swedish Swan labelled cassette.

Style and output for every
environment
Contura i5 is designed with the same modern design idiom and attention to detail as all of our fireplaces. It blends
easily into the environment at the same time as it gives the
room a new sense of style.
With an insert in the open stove the heating energy is retrieved from the logs more efficiently, and you minimise the
risk of getting smoke in the room.
The Contura i5 firebox is made of durable cast iron and
heat reflective walls. Through wise material selection the
weight has been kept down in order for it to be easy to
handle and install.
It is easy to select the output depending on whether you
want fast heating with a high temperature, or a slow cosy
fire all evening.

Contura i5, with double door
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Contura i5, panorama door

The insert can be framed by a matching grille if the stove
opening is large.
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Contura i5 panorama door

A tangible
difference

Our stove insert really makes a difference to the heating, so we light a fire
nearly every day. With the large glass
and the discrete frame, it was perfect
for our functioning stove. A lot of people
think that it has always been there.
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Contura i5, double doors

Sanctuary in the
upgraded lounge

The lounge was the first thing that we renovated when we
moved in. It was the best thing that we did, now we have a real
sanctuary as we rebuild other parts of the house. We gather
around the fire and the stove has just become more attractive
with an insert and a grille.
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Contura i5L, panorama door

Light with the environment in mind
Everything we do has an impact on the environment in some
way. Today, we often have the opportunity to influence to what
extent. One way to contribute to a reduced environmental impact when choosing a stove is to choose one that is made in an
environmentally friendly way.
Contura products are manufactured according to Sweden's
toughest environmental standards for production and use. The
product can be recycled without the spread of toxic substances.
The requirements for efficient combustion are also high. It is during combustion that unhealthy particulates and hydrocarbons
are formed. Contura stoves are CO2neutral, because the carbon
dioxide produced during the efficient combustion of bioenergy
is taken up in the corresponding quantity when new trees are
growing.
By lighting, you get a natural supporting heat in the house,
which relieves the load on the house's main heating. It benefits
both you and the environment.

Swan labelled
The Swan is a Nordic ecolabel issued by SIS miljömärkning
AB. The vast majority of Contura stoves are approved according to the Swan's tough standards.		

Contura i5 can be supplemented with
short legs for those that appreciate
English design (accessory).
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CE marking is an important part of EU product legislation and
includes construction products, machinery and toys. The CE
mark certifies that the product meets the most important characteristic, namely, safety. All products made by Contura and
Premodul are CE marked.

5-YEAR WAR

Safety tested
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When you buy a complete Contura you always get a five-year
factory warranty. Good service and parts availability are additional assurances during the service life of the stove.
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5-year warranty

Clean design with a lot of finesse
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Cast iron door

Hood cover

Integrated handle

The cast iron door gives the stability
and heat tolerance required. Choose
between a modern panorama door or
classic double door.

The hood cover gives the insert a smart
look and creates an extra flow of convection air, which means better heating
economy

The door opens easily using the inset
handle at the lower edge of the cassette.

Easily accessible controls

Large glass areas

Elegant finned grille

Quick heating with high temperature or
slow heating with lower combustion?
Choose yourself, the output is easy to
control.

The largest possible glass surfaces enable the fire to be seen clearly. A two
chamber damper means that the insert
burns cleanly and the glass is kept sootfree.

Stove openings larger than the
dimensions of the insert can be concealed by a matching finned grille.
This is easy to cut to the perfect size
and install.

Outdoor air connection

Chimney connection

Legs

Contura i5 can be supplemented
with a supply air kit. The combustion
air is then taken from the room or
outdoors.

A flexible, stainless steel, connection
kit adapted for the product is available as an accessory for safe and
functional connection to the chimney.
The connection kit allows connection
to the chimney before the insert is
lifted into place.

Contura i5 can be supplemented with
short legs for those that appreciate
English design (accessory).

Contura i5, panorama door
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is also possible to connect outdoor air for combustion.
The insert can be lifted out without affecting the chimney
installation. Efficient convection technology gives rapid
heating, that is easily controlled using the controls below
the door.

208

480 ± 10

550

Contura i5 double doors

475 ± 10

410 ± 10
Flue outlet backwards

Bowed
For installation in fireplace openings.
Fits most open stoves. The handle
is integrated in the door and the
damper control is easily accessible
on the front.
Black or grey.

Double
For installation in fireplace openings.
Suitable for most open fireplaces, but
particularly corner stoves where support bars are used and large doors can
prove difficult. The handles are integrated in the door and the damper control
is easily accessible on the front. Black
or grey.

Technical
specifications

Accessories

Output
3-9 kW
Nominal output
5 kW
Efficiency from
75 %
Weight
78 kg
Width
550 mm
Depth
433 mm
Height
470 mm
Max. log length
35 cm
Connection diameter 125 mm
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335

337

395

The leg set adds 65mm
to the height.

410 ± 10

Contura i5 panorama door

415

433

450

The Contura i5 is designed to be installed in existing
open fireplaces. Choose between panorama or double
door and grey or black paint. The insert is easy to install,
adjust and connect to the chimney, either straight up,
straight back or at a 45° angle diagonally backwards. It

Contura i5
170 ± 10

Easy to fit, easy to like

Flue outlet upwards

Flue outlet 45°, backwards
Connection sleeve Ø125 mm

There must be a gap for air to circulate around the insert.
More information can be found in the installation instructions.

Finned grille that covers the opening around the cassette.
Outdoor air connection kit.
Short legs
Chimney connection
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The design and product development of Contura stoves,
inserts and tiled stoves takes place in Sweden, as does the
assembly of all stove parts. All our products are checked
thoroughly before leaving the factory in Markaryd. This
gives us full control over the quality in all stages of production. We take care to ensure that our products are suitable
for the modern home and conditions. We are proud to
mark them “Made in Sweden”.
Design means a lot to us, as we develop our own products.
That’s why they are design-registered.

Attention to
detail

SUBSTANTIAL
HANDLE NEATLY
INTEGRATED INTO
THE DOOR.

Contura places great importance on design
and function, down to the smallest detail. The
cast iron door can withstand the heat and stay
air-tight so that you have full control of the fire.
Several other parts are also made of cast iron:
Fireplace front/base, handle and fire bars. A
substantial handle that is neatly integrated into
the door and a clear and easily accessible
control that makes the damper easy to regulate.
Supplement with a matching grille if the opening around the insert needs to be concealed.
Contura is the leading manufacturer of stoves, inserts
and tiled stoves on the Swedish market and one of the
leading manufacturers in Europe. Contura is part of the
NIBE group, which has 8,000 employees and a turnover
of approximately 10 billion SEK.

www.contura.eu
NIBE AB
Box 134
SE-285 23 Markaryd
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Contura is completely Swedish
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